
Using Neutral Density Filters 

(and what the numbers mean)



What are ND filters
Neutral grey filters that effectively reduce the amount of 
light entering the lens. On solid ND filters the light-stopping 
effect is theoretically equal across the entire image filter.  
On graduated ND filters start out as clear for usually 50% of 
the filter and then gradually are darkened for the second 
half of the filter.



Types of ND filters
1. Solid ND filter
2. Graduated ND filter 
3. Reversed Graduated ND filter
4. Variable ND filter



ND filter shapes
Both solid and graduated filters are made in both square, rectangle and round

Variable ND filters can only be made round



Solid ND filters



Graduated ND filters



Reversed Graduated ND filter



Graduated ND filters edges



Variable ND filters



What the numbers mean
There can be some confusion about what
the numbers mean when shopping for ND
filters. Some manufacturers specify
filter numbers in F-stop reduction, other
manufacturers specify filter numbers in
optical density and third manufacturers
specify filter numbers in filter factor.
Just to clarify it a bit here is a example. 



10-stop filter can be referred to as a ND1024
or ND1000 (optical density) or ND3.0 (filter factor)

or 3.0 ND 110 or B+W 110 or Lee Big Stopper.

6-stop filter can be referred to as a ND64
(optical density) or ND1.8 (filter factor) 
or B+W 1.8 ND 106 or simply B+W 106.



So should these numbers be confusing to you? NO, they are just how the different manufacturers measure and label their filters.
The only number that should interest you is the number of stops that each filter is rated for. Once purchased mark your filters and forget what the manufacturers called it.

What the numbers mean



What are ND filters used for?
Neutral density filters can be used to createany combination of:
1. A longer exposure time.2. A shallower depth of field.3. Artistic expression 



A longer exposure time
Longer exposure times can be used to create artisticeffects, including blur/softening turbulent water,blurring waves, waterfalls and streams and skies.It can be used to blur fields of grass and such or evento introduce blur in traffic and people. 



2. A shallower depth of field.
A less common application is  to enable a shallower depth
of field in very bright light without increasing the exposuretime. For example, some DSLR cameras  have a maximumshutter speed of 1/4000 second, so a subject in direct sunlightmight therefore require an f-stop greater than about f/4.0(at ISO100). With a 2-stop ND filter, one could reduce this to f/2.0. giving the picture background blur and isolating thesubject in the foreground. Ever been on a trip where you hadjust days to take pictures? Did you shoot in the morning andthe evening only? Did you wear sun glasses? – Film - Video



How to use ND filters for long exposures 
1. Put your camera on a solid tripod. Put your remote shutter release on the camera. Turn off auto 

ISO, pick a fixed white balance that fits your shooting and shoot in raw. 
2. A. Set your exposure mode to Manual or put your camera in manual mode. When using the 

Manual (M) exposure mode, you select both the lens opening and the shutter speed. 
B. Set your camera to Aperture priority, then set your Aperture to F11, set up your picture and 
look at the shutter speed the camera selected. Now switch into manual mode and duplicate the 
setting you just seen in Aperture priority mode. 

3. Turn off image stabilization  
4. Set the aperture to f/11. Depth of field is rarely an issue in super-slow shots, as only the main 

focus of the picture needs to be sharp. 
5. Frame up the image and check your composition like you normally do. 

 



(If your in Bulb mode and the exposure is over 30 sec.)







If you’re using your cameras timer then try using exposure racketing, set it to one stop over and one stop under to increase your chances of getting a picture you like.

Tip



Getting a sharper photograph. 
Closing down the aperture can make you shoot longer.However, when your aperture is too small, it will startto have a diffraction effect which lowers the sharpness.In most lenses, the sweet spot of the lens aperture is between f/5.6 to f/8. In other words, you will get thesharpest images when using this range. When you step down to f/16 or smaller, you will getimages that are slightly out of focus. 



As a result of the sensor's anti-aliasing filter, an airy disk canhave a diameter of about 2-3 pixels before diffraction limitsresolution (assuming an otherwise perfect lens). However, diffraction will likelyhave a visual impact prior toreaching this diameter.

µm is a symbol for micrometerAiry disk - the best focused spot oflight that a perfect lens with a circularaperture can make









As you stop a lens down you get a larger zoneof focus, a larger depth of field, but as the Zoneof focus, depth of field increases, the overallsharpness will go down at some point due todiffraction. In the end you need to find a balancebetween the Death of field and the amount ofdiffraction you’re willing to tolerate for yourcameras resolution.







Using graduated ND filters 



1.Set up your camera on a tripod and take a light meter reading of the foreground. Making sure that your camera is on Manual, point it down and fill the viewfinder with the   foreground to take the reading.
2.Take a light meter reading in the same way as above, of the sky.
3.Work out the difference between the two exposures and use an ND Grad to get your scene to within one stop of light difference. As an example, if the sky is three stops brighter than the foreground, you can use an ND Grad that blocks two f-stops of light or a 0.6 ND Grad.



4.Slide the ND grad filter into place in front of the lens and determine the best position for the gradient to be in your image. If it is a hard horizon (i.e. a seascape scene) use a hard edge grad, if it is a forest scene, use a soft edge grad.
5.Use your exposure setting for the foreground that you already      determined  in step 1and make the shot.
6.Check the result on your LCD screen, zoom in on the image to make sure everything is properly exposed. Using exposure   bracketing will improve your chances of getting a good exposure.



Left remote does not take batteries but the right remote Can be set to the desired exposure time.



Using ND filters for action sports sounds like a BAD idea.. doesn’t it?Why would you stop the light from hitting your  sensor, when youare trying to freeze motion and get the highest shutter speed possible? 
Well it is a bad idea, until you introduce a flash in the scene!Generally speaking ND filters have been popular among experiencedflash users to overpower the sun since film.
So you’re thinking, “why not just stop down the lens?” and theanswer is for shallow depth of field. Which is what often makes orbreaks a good image, it helps you keep the subject separatefrom the surroundings. (works great for portraits to) 

Artistic expression 





Examples of ND filter use



Exposedto longor wrongND Filter
ISO100 - F16 - 1/30 sec was the unfiltered exposure, using a ND 10 filter it was exposed for 30 Sec.





Smoothing a lake and clouds with a 10 stop ND filter



Shot at F2135mm ISO 100 for 15 sec. ND Filter stops were 6


